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A new era of business reinvention is dawning. Organizations are facing
an unprecedented convergence of technological, social and regulatory
forces. As artificial intelligence (AI), automation, Internet of Things
(IoT), blockchain and 5G become pervasive, their combined impact will
reshape standard business architectures.
The “outside-in” digital
transformation of the past
decade is giving way to the
“inside-out” potential of
data exploited with these
exponential technologies.

We call this next-generation business model the Cognitive Enterprise
Imagine the Cognitive Enterprise as composed of multiple business platforms. One
or more of these acts as the core or primary platform(s), providing key
differentiation.
The business platform is made up of capability layers. Each is subject to major
transformation – this is where organizations will orchestrate fundamental
industry change. Your company has the opportunity not only to attack and secure
new markets, but also to restructure your cost bases for the long term – with a
possible huge payoff to your bottom line.

Culture of agile innovation that embraces new skills,
workforces and ways of working, and humanizing the enterprise
An ecosystem of business platforms, both industry- specific
and transactional
Intelligent workflows for front- and back-office processes and
decision making
Applied exponential technologies – for example, AI, IoT,
automation and blockchain
Data that is curated to support key workflows and platforms
Next-generation applications that span new and legacy
solutions
Open, hybrid and secure multi-cloud infrastructures

We bring the Cognitive Enterprise to Oracle Customers….
IBM has developed proprietary and unique solutions to help bring the intelligent
business platform to Oracle customers across Finance, Procurement & Human
Capital Management.
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…implemented though IBM RapidMove for Oracle Cloud
Domain

Component

Implementation
Time Saving

Process

Cognitive Enterprise for Oracle Cloud

40%

Configuration

Integration

Rapid Configuration Mgr
Pre-Built Adaptors

Automated Documenter

Error Handling
Framework

Utility Integrator

80%
30%

Data

Data Migration Toolkit

Data Masking (GDPR Compliant)

30%

Reporting

KPI Dashboards

Operational Dashboards

50%

Test

Test Script Automation Script Library

50%

People

Digital Change

Pre-Built Learning modules

50%

Rollout

Big Bang

Phased

30-40%
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